Reminder: There Are Still People That Want to Kill You for Practicing Yoga - Protect Yourself
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An SS sent me this news article in my e-mail, and I wanted to make a reminder post.

Many people, especially in the United States or in other places where a fake "peace" has taken place, are ignoring fundamental aspects of reality. Currently, there are still people in this world, and many of them, that would like to kill you and everyone who practices yoga or spirituality.

Any form of self searching, is taken as a capital offense in these enemy religions in its pure form. Persecution of anyone as a "heretic" for doing the most basic inner searching, is the fundamental nature of xianity.

Even people who followed pieces or parts of the enemy dogma, and tried to present this as having a "spiritual character" [Stolen from Pagan religions - so some pieces of it have spiritual allusions], have been persecuted, chased down, burned, tortured and so on.

They were called heretics for even implying anything about the human soul or spirit, and the Church or the Mosque chased them down to die. This was at a level of totality for many centuries, where even the slightest suspicion of "Witchcraft" or knowledge of soul matters, would incur legal woes, death, and other problems for any practitioner.

As a result, our side, we had to take cover. We have thrived in this darkness, and slowly, things will come to light. But slowly...

While a lot of people might accept this, we are not yet to the point as a globe where all of this is fully acceptable, and that is not the case in many places. We are moving into the Age of Aquarius, yet, if you look around at how Aquarius has affected the zealot people and the enemy, they are intensifying.

The enemy on the higher level want to push mind control to the most furthered extent, while their slowly disappearing pawns who have a lesser intelligence and are animals, want to kill other people merely because they do yoga stretches and so on.
People of "Mohammed" and "Christ", are zealots and many of them will want to kill other people merely over meditation or doing spiritual practices. Even something as little as Yoga, can result in seething hatred or potential physical attack from these people.

These people exist, they feed hateful entities with their ignorance and their evil, and they want to chase down other people to kill them. This phenomena is existing still. Some of them would kill their own children merely because they did not accept the "Prophet".

Jewish hoaxing has reached such extents, that while people disassociate themselves slowly from these lunatics, there is a certain percent of them that as the Age of Pisces ends is becoming more and more militant.

This is the reason we are restrained from certain public activities that certain people who are living in a bubble, cannot accept that we cannot do. It's the reality. We are all still discriminated against, hated for no reason, and in particular, freedom of religion and freedoms are under siege.

While you will never see "Mob of yogis attacks Muslims" or something similar, you will always see in the news that a Muslim monkey has ape raged itself onto Yogis or other people who are internal seekers. India has wiped out many of their influences and held strongly for hundreds of years, as these foul monkeys have tried to culturally besiege it day and day again.

Similar situations with Muslims have existed in places like the Maldives and other places where they are a strong solid minority in them [and the same might happen progressively in Europe]. "Progressive London" in a few decades, if the adoptees of the jewish dogma in it keep increasing their numbers, will not exist pretty soon.

Like a virus that spreads, these ignorant masses keep increasing. Where they increase, the level of defilement and violence reaches a high that destroys the host civilization. The enemy knows this, so they don't spend their time accepting "hostile cultures" into their land, just to pretend they were inclusive while citizens have to run for their lives under the fear of a machete.

Muslims and all these bogus faiths, are INVADERS in our cultural heritages as Gentiles. They are very recently made jewish concoctions, and they have nothing real in them.

Sensible countries, accept ONLY friendly or neutral cultures and people into themselves, and NEVER people of a hostile culture.
All in all, this is a reminder post to keep your allegiances to Father Satan and the Gods a secret, and that it is better to not go around parading like a fool with pompous public displays. The degree of secrecy should be towards the 150% degree especially if you live in a Nation with Muslims and other Christians who are ready to go ape-mode at any given time.

Keep advancing, stay safe, keep up the Rituals, and we will collapse them gradually like a big flush of filth down the drain. This will take time, but the time of this will arrive, and they will never recover from this.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

"Mob Attacks Attendees At Indian Cultural Center’s Yoga Day Event In Maldives; Cops Fire Tear Gas Shells"


An angry mob entered the Maldives national football stadium on Tuesday morning and disrupted the International Yoga Day celebrations which were being held by the Maldives government in association with the Indian Cultural Center.
The police were forced to use tear gas canisters to disperse the unruly mob following which the situation escalated into a physical altercation, news agency BNN Newsroom reported.

Maldives president Ibrahim Mohamed Solih said an enquiry into the incident was ordered. He said via a tweet that the Maldivian government is treating this issue with utmost concern.

“An investigation has been launched by @PoliceMv into the incident that happened this morning at Galolhu stadium. This is being treated as a matter of serious concern and those responsible will be swiftly brought before the law,” Solih tweeted.

The Maldives’ ministry of youth, sports and community empowerment teamed up with the Indian Cultural Center to organize a meditation and Yoga session at the Galolhu stadium on Tuesday.

Videos shared on social media showed miscreants armed with sticks and flags charging towards people who were practicing yoga and meditation on their yoga mats.

The videos shared also showed some miscreants in the mob charging towards the participants with flagpoles as police attempted to restrain them.

The organizers of the event faced hurdles before holding the event as the Male City Council declined permission for the event to be held at the Rasfannu artificial beach. The city council said there were complaints from the ‘public’ who were opposed to the idea of the event being held there.

A report from Maldivian news agency The Edition said that a section of Islamists believe performing yoga is akin to worshiping the sun - an heretic act as per Islamic tradition.

Yoga in the Maldives is a hot-button issue for orthodox Muslims who have polarized opinions regarding the spiritual discipline which have benefitted millions across the globe.

It remains unclear whether those protesters were affiliated with the Progressive Party of Maldives (PPM) and its leader Abdullah Yameen, the former president whom many view as a China-puppet.

Yameen was the architect of the 'India Out' campaign which is seen as a move to spoil Maldives-India ties using the help of Islamists.
The Maldivian Democratic Party (MDP) earlier drafted a legislation to criminalize anti-India protests as anti-national while concluding that India always jumped to help Maldives whenever the island-nation faced crisis and is also crucial to its food security.